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LinkTag – Phoenix AFC Order Form
This form was designed to assist you in ordering the correct LinkTag components for the Phoenix
AFC system. Please enter the number of each component required in the “Number to order”
column. When complete, include this order form with your purchase order. If you have questions,
please contact ICS technical support at the number above.
Part Number

Description

List Price

Minimum
Number to
Required
order
LTR1-A
LinkTag Reader module for Phoenix Systems
$299.95
1 per
system
The LinkTag programmer is an optional unit used for reading and programming LinkTags. If this unit is not
ordered, LinkTags can be programmed at the factory for no extra charge.
LTP1-PHX-A LinkTag programmer and software package for
$499.95
Optional
Phoenix systems.
A system tag is included with the programmer to set the system
ID#
ID number for programmed LinkTags. Please enter the system ID
number of your Phoenix AFC system.
Keyfob style and Card style LinkTags can both be used on the system at the same time. Please indicate how
many of each are required for your system.
LT1-KS-A
LinkTag for Phoenix AFC system, Keyfob style
$4.99
One per
vehicle or
driver
LT1-CS-A
LinkTag for Phoenix AFC system, Card style
$4.99
One per
vehicle or
driver
Card Style LinkTags may have up to 4 lines of information printed at no extra charge. Please
fill in one letter in each block below to indicate the printed text. Card/Tag numbers will be
printed automatically.

If you would like to have the above LinkTags factory programmed, please indicate below the system ID
number of your Phoenix AFC system, as well as the range of card numbers required for each Keyfob style and
Card style LinkTag. If the card numbers are not sequential, please provide a text file containing a list of card
numbers to be programmed.
Phoenix AFC system ID number
ID#
Card number range for Keyfob style LinkTags

From

To

Card number range for Card style LinkTags

From

To
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